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ABSTRACT 
We introduce the concept of indecomposable baric algebras and prove a Krull- 
Schmidt theorem for algebras satisfying ascending and descending chain conditions. 
We analyze some well-known examples of genetic algebras with regard to their 
indecomposability. Counterexamples are given to three natural statements about 
indecomposability. 
1. BARIC ALGEBRAS 
Baric algebras play a central role in the theory of genetic algebras. They 
were introduced by I. M. H. Etherington [3], aiming for an algebraic 
treatment of population genetics. But the whole class of baric algebras is too 
large; some conditions (usually with a background in genetics) must be 
imposed in order to obtain a workable mathematical object. With this in 
mind, several classes of baric algebras have been defined: train, Bernstein, 
special triangular, etc. But there are relevant examples in genetics which do 
not give rise to baric algebras; see [5]. As a sample of the recent work in the 
field of genetic algebra, see [2], [6], [8], [9], and [lo]. 
Let F be a field of characteristic not 2, and A an algebra over F, not 
necessarily associative, commutative, or finite-dimensional. If w : A + F is 
a nonzero homomorphism, then the ordered pair (A, o) will be called a 
baric algebra over F, and w its weight function. For x E A, w(x) is called 
the weight of x. The set N = {r E Alw(x) = 0) is a two-sided ideal of A of 
codimension 1. 
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A baric homomorphism from (A, w) to (A’, 0’) is a homomorphism of 
F-algebras cp : A -+ A’ such that 0’09 = o. In particular, q(ker o) G ker 0’. 
If cp and 9’ are baric homomorphisms, the same holds for (~04~’ and for q-i, 
when rp is bijective. 
Every baric algebra (A, w> can be decomposed as A = Fc @ N, where c 
is any element of A with w(c) = 1; for x E A, one has x = w(x>c + [x - 
o( x>c] and x - w( x>c E ker o. From this, every left ideal of N, say J, such 
that c] GJ is also a left ideal of A. Similarly for right ideals, with the 
condition Jc c 1. The converse is also true. Many (but not all> baric algebras 
relevant in genetics have an idempotent e such that w(e) = 1. In this case, 
the subspace Fe is a commutative subalgebra of A. 
In this paper, we will always assume the existence of an idempotent of 
weight 1. There is a natural method of obtaining such algebras. If N is any 
F-algebra, and A : N -+ N and p : N --j N are F-linear mappings, define on 
the vector space F @ N a multiplication and a weight function by 
(o, a)( P,b) = (@, ab + oh(b) + LIP(~)), m(o,a) = o, (I) 
where cry, /3 E F, a, b E N. Clearly w is a nonzero homomorphism, e = (1, 0) 
is an idempotent of weight 1, and (1,0x0, n> = (0, h(n)), (0, nXl,O> = 
(0, p(n)> for all n E N. We denote this algebra by [N, A, p]. Every baric 
algebra (A, w) with idempotent e of weight 1 is obtained by this method, 
taking N = ker w, A = L,, and p = R,, where L and R are left and right 
multiplication operators. For easy reference, we denote this class by a. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let N, and N, be F-algebras, and Ai, pi : N, + N, be 
F-linear mappings. 
(a> 
(b) 
Suppose rp : [N,, A,, pll + [ N2, A,, pz] is a bar-k homomorphism. Then 
there exist a homomorphism 6 : NI + N, and c E N, such that 
(i) c2 + A,(c) + p2(c> = c; 
(ii) the following diagrams are commutative: 
NI : N, N, 5 N, 
4 1 1 A, + L, ~1 1 1 pz + R, 
N, 5 N, NI 5 N, 
Conversely, given a homomorphism 0 : N, + N2 and c E N, such that 
(i) and (ii) hold, then 50 : N, -+ N, defined by cp(a, a> = ((Y, (YC + O(a)> 
is a bark homomorphism. 
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Proof (Sketch). Suppose q is given. Then q(cr,n) = (cx,f(a,n)), 
where f( cr, n) E N,. Let c =f(l, 0), and 8 : N, -P N, be 0(n) =f<O, n). 
Then q( CX, n) = (a, CYC -t e(n)). By requiring that ~0 preserve products, we 
easily obtain (i) and (ii). For the converse, define cp by cp( (Y, n) = (cx, CYC + 
O(n)>. n 
COROLLARY. With the above notation, 50 is a monomorphism (an epi- 
morphism) if and only if 6 is a monomorphism (an epirrwrphism). 
2. THE KRULL-SCHMIDT THEOREM 
Suppose (A, o) is a baric algebra with idempotent e of weight 1, so 
A = Fe CB N, where N = ker w. The additive group (N, +) can be endowed 
with a structure of an Abelian M-group; see [7, Chapter V, Definition 11. The 
set M is formed by all right and left multiplications R, and L, where a 
belongs to A U F. In this case, the M-subgroups of (N, +) are the two-sided 
ideals of the algebra A, contained in N. These are exactly the two-sided 
ideals of N which are invariant under L, and R, (for short, invariant). 
For baric algebras (A,, wi) and (A,, +,), the M-homomorphisms of 
(N,, +) to (N,, +) are the mappings p satisfying ~(n + n’) = p(n) + 
qo(n’), cp(an) = acp(n), qo(na) = cp(n>a, and cp(an> = aqo(n>, where n, n’ 
E N,, (Y E F, and a E A. This set of conditions is equivalent to q being 
F-linear, cp(nn’> = p(n>n’ = ncp(n’), and cp(en> = e&n), cp(ne) = cp(n)e. 
According to [7, Chapter V, $121, an Abelian M-group N is decomposable 
if there are two nontrivial M-subgroups N, and Nz of N such that N = N, 
@ N,. In our context, this concept is translated to the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1. A baric algebra (A, w) with an idempotent of weight 1 is 
decomposable if there are nontrivial two-sided ideals N, and Nz of A, both 
contained in N = ker w such that N = N, @ N,. Otherwise, it is indecom- 
posable. 
Clearly all two-dimensional algebras are indecomposable. 
THEOREM 1. For any member (A, w) of 0, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) (A, o) is decomposable. 
(b) There exists a M-endomorphism 0 of the M-group (N, +> such that 
O2 = 6, 8 z O,id,. 
(c) There exists 9 : N + N, a homomorphism of F-algebras, such that 
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e2 = 0, 8 # 0, id,, 0( N 1 is two-sided ideal of N, andfor SOW i&mpotent e 
of weight 1 in A, 8(en> = eO(n), B(ne> = O(n)e for all n E N. 
(d) There exists a bark endomorphism rp : A -+ A s&r that (p2 = p, 
4~ + id,, and cp( N > is a nonzero two-sided ideal of N. 
Proof. (a) CJ (b): This is merely a restatement of [7, Chapter V, 
Theorem 81. 
(a> * cc): Decompose A = Fe @ N, @ N,, where N, and N, are non- 
trivial invariant two-sided ideals of N = ker w. Let 8 : N + N be the 
canonical projection n1 + n2 c, n,. Clearly 8 is a homomorphism, e2 = 8, 
e # id,,O. For n E N, en = e(n, + n2) = en1 + en2, so 8(en> = enI = 
e/3(n); similarly 8Cne) = B(n)e. 
Cc) * cd): Take 40 : A -+ A as (P((Y~ + a) = (ye + e(a). Clearly (p2 = cp, 
cp # id, (as 8 z id,), and q(N) = e(N) is a two-sided ideal of N. If all 
f&r> = 0 then 0 = 0: absurd. 
(d) a (a): If e E A is an idempotent of weight 1, then e, = p(e) is also 
idempotent of weight 1. Let Z = q~( N), and J = ker p. By hypothesis, Z is 
two-sided ideal of N. But for any b E I, say b = q(n), n E N, we have 
e,b = p(e)cp(n> = cp(en> E q(N) = Z and similarly be, E 1. So I is an 
invariant ideal. On the other hand, J is two-sided ideal of A, as it is a kernel. 
Moreover, / c N, because for an element b = (ye0 + c E J we have 0 = 
cp(ae, + c) = cYq(e,) + q(c) = cup’(e) + q(c) = cYcp(e> + q(c) = 
exe, + q(c). Then b = c E N. Also J # 0, because otherwise cp = id,. This 
proves (d) = (a). n 
There is a natural method of obtaining decomposable algebras. Suppose 
(A,, ol) and (A,, 02) belong to a, with idempotents e, and e2 respectively, 
so A, = Fe, CD N, and A, = Fe, CB N,. Consider N = N, @ N,, endowed 
with the componentwise multiplication. Let A, p : N + N be the linear 
operators 
A(?, n2> = (elnlpe2n21T p(n12n2) =(nlel> n2e2). 
80 in [N, A, p], according to (11, we have the multiplication 
( (Y, nl, n2)( a’, n;, nk) = ( (Y(Y’, nln; + ae,nj + cx’nlel, n2nL 
+ae,nh + a’nze2). 
Clearly N, and N2 are two-sided ideals of [N, A, p]. If A, and A, are at 
least two-dimensional, 1 N, A, ~1 is decomposable. This algebra is called the 
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join of (A,, wr> and (A,, ws) and is denoted (A, V A,, or V ws) or simply 
A, v A,. The idempotent (l,O, 0) is the join of el and e2, denoted er V e2. 
It is not difficult to prove that this construction is independent of the 
idempotents er and es. If e; and ek are also idempotents in A, and A, then 
e, = ei + ci, where ci E ker oi. Take now c = (c,, cz), 8 = idN,eN,, and 
apply Proposition 1. Conversely, every decomposable baric algebra can be 
obtained by this method, taking A, = Fe CB N, and A, = Fe CB N, if N = 
N, @ N,. 
The join A, V A, can be identified with a subalgebra of the usual direct 
sum A, $ A, = Fe, CB Fe, @ N, CB N,. The element e, + es is idempotent; 
F(e, + e2) CB N, CB N, is baric (send e, + es to 1 and elements of N, @ Ns 
to 0). An isomorphism is (a, U, u) E A, V A, e a(e, + e2) + u + v E 
F(e, + e,) CB N, @ N,. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let F be a field, and ( Ai, q> F-algebras in Cl, i = 
1,2,X We have the following batic isomorphism: 
(i) (F V A,, id, V or) E (A,, wr), 
(ii) (A, V A,, wr V wz> s (A, V A,, ws V w,), 
(iii) ((A, V A,) V A,,(wr V o,) V 03) g (A, V (A, V As), or V (q 
v w,N. 
The proof follows quite easily from Proposition 1 and is omitted here. 
Condition (iii) allows us to define recursively the join ( A, V **- V A,,, or 
V . . . V w,) of n members of R. When all Ai are finite-dimensional, we 
have dim,(A, V *** V A,,) = (Ey=, dim, Ai) - n + 1. 
Which algebras A in fi can be obtained by joining a finite number of 
indecomposable algebras? As expected, some finiteness condition must be 
imposed on A. 
DEFINITION 2. A baric algebra (A, 01, with N = ker w, satisfies the 
d.c.c. if the M-group (N, + > satisfies the d.c.c. as defined in [7, p. 1531. 
This means that strictly descending chains of two-sided ideals of A, 
contained in N, must be finite. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf (A, w) is a bark algebra in Cl satisfying the d.c.c., 
there exist m ind.ecomposable batic subalgebras ( Ai, q) of (A, o) such that 
(A, w) = (A, v ... v A,, w1 v a.. v w,). 
Proof. The M-group (N, +> satisfies the d.c.c., so by [7, Theorem 91, N 
can be expressed as a direct sum of m indecomposable M-subgroups, say 
N = N, @ ..a @ N,,,. As each Nj is indecomposable, then Aj = Fe @ N,, (e is 
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an idempotent of weight 1) is an indecomposable baric algebra, with weight 
function wj = wIAj. Clearly A = A, V 1.. V A,,,. n 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (A, W> and (Ai, wi) (i = 1,. , m) be members of 
Cl, e E A idempotent of weight 1, and suppose there is a baric isomorphism 
(A, w) = (A, v ... V A,,,, w1 v ..* V w,,,). Then there exist two-sided ideals 
N,, , N,,, of A, contained in N = ker w, such that: 
(a) N = N, @ *** @ N,“. 
(b) The bark subalgebra Fe @ N, is isomorphic to ( Aj, q). 
Proof. Let cp: A, V ... V A,,, + A be a baric isomorphism. Choose an 
idempotent e of A of weight 1, and let e’ E A, V *.* V A, be such that 
cp(e’) = e. Let e, E Ai be also idempotents of weight 1, and N, = q(ker q), 
i = l,..., m. As cp is baric, N, is an ideal of A. Moreover N = cp(ker or 
@ *.a @ ker wm) = cp(ker wr) @ **a @ cp(ker w,,) = N, @ *** @ N,,. As e’ is 
also an idempotent of weight 1 in A, V *** V A,, we let e, = e, V ... V enr 
and c = cr + ... +c,, E ker(w, v *** v co,,,) be such that e’ = e, + c. Then 
ci = cf + ci ei + eici, so et: = ei + ci E Ai is an idempotent of weight 1. 
Given a, + *a. +a, E ker wr @ ... @ ker w,, we have e’(a, + ... +a,) = 
(e, + ~>(a, + .*. +a,,) = elal + *** +e,a, + clal + ... +c,a, = e;aI 
+ *.. feka,. Similarly (a, + ... +a,)e’ = alei + *** +a,eh, so e’ = e; 
v 1.. V e7’,,. Then ‘pi given by cp,(cuei + aj> = exe + cp(a,> is a baric isomor- 
phism . n 
DEFINITION 3. A baric algebra (A, w), with N = ker w, satisfies the 
ascending-chain condition (a.c.c.> if the M-group (N, +) satisfies the a.c.c. as 
defined in 17, p. 1541. 
THEOREM 2 (Krull-Schmidt). Suppose (A, W) E R satisfies both d.c.c. 
and a.c.c., and let (A,, wr), . . . ,(A,, w,),(B~, rl), ,(B,, 7,) be inde- 
composable members of 0 such that 
( A, W) = ( A, V .*a V A,, o1 V a-* v con), 
(A, o) g (B, V ... v B,,, y1 V *** v 7,). 
Then n = m and for some permutation i * i’ of indices, we have ( Ai, wi) z 
(BiC, ~~~1 for all i = 1,. . , n. 
Proof. According to Proposition 4, we can find two-sided ideals I,, , I, 
of A, all of them contained in N = ker w, such that N = I, @ .*. @ I, and 
( Ai, q) E (A:, q’), where Ai = Fe CD Ii, q’ = WI AI. Similarly, there are 
two-sided ideals Jr, . . . , Jm of A, all of them contained in N, such that 
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N =J1 CD **- @Jm and <Bj, rj) E (B,I, T’>, with Bj’ = Fe @ Jj and -yj’ = 
wlBj. As ( Ai, wi> and ( Bj, rj) are all indecomposable, the corresponding 
M-groups ( Zj, + ) and (J., + ) are indecomposable. So by the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem for M-groups [7, Chapter V, p. 1561, we have 72 = m, and for a 
suitable permutation of indices, I, G Jj, (isomorphism of M-groups). So we 
may assume, by reordering the Ji, that Ii E Ji. By the same theorem, we have 
a sequence of mixed decompositions 
N = I, @ ... @ Z, @J,++i @ **. @Jn (O<krn). (2) 
Denote by I,!+ the canonical projection of N onto the jth summand in (2). 
So, in particular, I/J,, is the projection of N onto Jj. Let qj’ be the canonical 
injection of Zj into N. Let us show that T~=+~_~*~‘:Z~-~J~ is an 
isomorphism of F-algebras. Due to componentwise multiplication, ri is a 
homomorphism. Suppose uj E Zj and 0 = rj(uj) = $j_1 j(uj). In the inter- 
mediate decomposition I, @ **. @ Zj_ 1 @ Jj @ 0.. @ Jn we have uj = u; 
+ *.a +a: and so 0 = e_l,j(u.> = a;, meaning that uj E Zj n (Z, $ *-- @ 
‘j-1 @Jj+l’ I-- CD Jn> = 0 an 6’ 
we have b,=b;+ 
rj is a monomorphism. Now given bj E Jj, 
-a. +bA in the decomposition I, @ ... @ Zj @ J,+ 1 
a3 0.. @Jn and so bj = ~+!_,,~<b~> = t+!+,,j(bi); rj is an epimorphism. Then 
cp. : A; + Bj’ given by qj( cze + a) = cue + rj(u) is clearly a baric isomor- 
phism. W 
It is a consequence of this theorem that the classification of baric algebras 
belonging to a subclass of fl closed under the join operation is reduced to 
the determination of the indecomposable algebras, provided a.c.c. and d.c.c. 
hold. The main classes studied in genetic algebra fall in this case. Of course, 
a.c.c. and d.c.c. hold for finite-dimensional algebras, but they are indepen- 
dent of each other in the infinite-dimensional case. 
It is not difficult to prove that the subclass of fi formed by those baric 
algebras having a unique weight function is closed for the join operation. 
Many algebras coming from genetics fall in this class. 
3. SOME EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS 
Some well-known commutative genetic algebras will be analyzed in 
Sections A, B, and C below. See [ll] for details about them and for their 
biological interpretation. 
A 
The gametic algebra G(2,2) h as d imension 2, so it is indecomposable. Its 
commutative duplicate Z(2,2) is also indecomposable. It has a basis {c,,, c, , c2} 
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2_ co - co> COCl = ic,, coc2 = ClC2 = c2” = 0, 2_ 1 Cl - 32. (3) 
No decomposition of ker w = (ci, cs) with summands Z and J is possible, 
because the only one-dimensional ideal here is the subspace Fc, (easy proof). 
Take now the commutative duplicate of 2(2,2), that is, the second 
commutative duplicate of G(2,2), called the copular algebra; see [ill. This 
algebra has a basis {co, ci, . . , cJ with the following commutative multiplica- 
tion: 
2_ 
co - co, COCl = $C,> coc2 = fc, > 
2_ 1 
61 - $2, c1c2 = $c, > 2_ 1 c2 - ic%~ 
other products are zero. (4) 
The kernel of its weight function is the subspace (ci, . . . , cs), generated 
as an ideal by cl, because c2 = 4c:, cs = 4c,c, = 16c,cF, cq = 8clc2 = 
32~13, cs = 256(cfj2. So if an ideal Z of ker w contains cl, then Z = ker o. 
For Z to contain cl, it is enough that it contains some element x with 
nonzero c,-component. In fact if x = alcl + a** +cr,c, E I, then 4c,x = 
2a,c, + 02cs and so 4c,(c,x) = oici E I. As cri # 0, ci E I. 
Now the proof of indecomposability. Suppose that there exist proper 
ideals Z and J of the copular algebra, both contained in ker w, such that 
ker o = Z @ J. Decompose ci = x + y, x E I, y E J. The c,-component of 
x and that of y must be zero, because otherwise Z = ker w or J = ker w. 
But then the c,-component of ci would be zero, a contradiction. 
These examples might suggest that the commutative duplicate of an 
indecomposable commutative baric algebra is still indecomposable. See a 
counterexample in Section C. 
B 
The gametic algebras for polyploidy have been studied by several authors; 
see [4, 111, for instance. The gametic algebras for simple Mendelian inheri- 
tance with n + 1 alleles, denoted G(n + 1,2), are clearly decomposable for 
n > 2: G(n + 1,2) = G(2,2) V ..- V G(2,2) (n summands). The general 
case, including polyploidy, is described by G(n + 1,2m), of which we list 
now some properties. It has a canonical basis (in Gonshor’s sense) consisting 
of all formal monomials X,joXll **a Xin with i, + i, + ... +i, = m. The 
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multiplication, clearly commutative, is given by 
(x$xp . . . x$)( qoq . . . xb) 
when i, +j, > m, 
(5) 
when i, +j, < m. 
The weight function w is 1 on Xg and 0 elsewhere in the basis. The 
monomial Xg is an idempotent of weight 1. If we denote by Vj the subspace 
generated by all monomials X~-jX~l ... X$ (so i, + ... +i, =j), then 
G(n + 1,2m) = FX: @ ker w = V,, $ V, @ *** @ I’,,,. From (5) 
x,m(x;-jx;l . . . xi”) = (c)-l (2”,-_i)x,--jxp . . . _q, 
The scalars 
tj = (2~)p1(2m~~), j =O,l,..., m, 
are the train roots of this algebra. They appear with multiplicities 
l,n ,..., i”;‘) )...) (,.,-l), 
which are the respective dimensions of V,, V,, . . . , V,,,. We observe that 
G(n + 1,2m) is graded, that is, V,? c Vi+j (i +j < m) and Vi3 = 0 if 
m < i + j. Observe also that V, CB *.a CB V, is generated, as an ideal, by 
{Xr-‘lXi : i = 1,. . . , n). 
LEMMA. Suppose i + j < m, b E Vi, and Lb : 7 + V,+j is the linear 
mapping defined by L,(x) = bx. For b # 0, Lb is injective. 
Proof. For the proof, write the matrix of L, relative to the abovemen- 
tioned bases of Vj and Vj+j, and find (what is easy) the appropriate number 
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of linearly independent rows, namely 
i”‘l’), 
which is also the dimension of Vi. This follows easily from the multiplication 
table of G(n + 1,2m). l 
THEOREM 3. For every n > 1 and m 3 2, G(n + 1,2m) is indecompos- 
able. 
Proof. We must prove that no decomposition Z @ J of the ideal V, 
63 .** @ V, is possible. We suppose, by contradiction, that it is possible to 
find nonzero ideals Z and J of G(n + 1,2m> such that V, @ *** @ V, = Z @ 
J. By symmetry in Z and J, we need analyze only two situations: 
(a) J is contained in V,,,, 
(b) neither Z nor J is contained in I’,,,, 
as the third possibility “both Z and J are contained in V,” is clearly 
impossible. 
Case (a): Take the monomial X,“-‘Xj E V, for some 1 < i =G n, and 
decompose it as u + II, u E I, u E J. Now decompose u = a, + **. +a,, 
with a, E Vi. So X,“-‘Xi = a, + .** +a,_, + (a, + v> implies a2 = **a 
= a,_, = 0, and a,,, + u = 0. So 
tL=a,- u=xpxi - UEZ. (6) 
Multiplying by XT, we get 
X(y(X(pXi - u) = (2;)-1[(2mrl_ l)x”,-‘xj - u] E I, 
so 
( 2mk- ‘) X(yX( - u E I. 
Subtract (6) from (71, observe that 
(7) 
(2mLl)>1 when m22, 
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and conclude that X:-i Xi E I. As Z contains the set { Xt- ‘Xi : 1 < i < n), 
which generates ker w, we conclude that I = ker w, a contradiction. 
Case (b): In one of the ideals Z or J, we can find an element a such that, 
when a is decomposed as a = a, + a** +a,, ai E V,, then a, # 0. Decom- 
pose, for instance, X,“- ix, = a + b, a E I, and b E J. Then decompose 
a = a, + ... +a,, b = b, + *.. +b,, a,, b, in V,. So Xr-‘Xi = (a, + 6,) 
f (a, + b,) + +.. +(a, + b,), which implies that u2 + b, = 0.. = a, + 
b, = 0 and X,““- ‘Xi = a, + b,. So a, # 0 or b, # 0. Suppose a, # 0; then 
a = a, -I- ua + .** +a, E Z is the desired element. In case b, # 0, then 
b = b, + ..a +b, E J is the solution. We assume definitely that the ideal Z 
contains such an element a with a, z 0. We look now for a special element 
in J. Choose any element c in ] but not in V,. It has a decomposition 
c=c,+ .** +ck + *a* +c,, ci E Vi, where we may suppose ck f 0 and 
Ci = . . . = Ck_i = 0. Clearly k < m, as c P V,. Consider the linear operator 
L, :v,_,_, + v,_, given by x c, bx = (X,k+lXT-k-l)x. By our Lemma, 
Lb is injective, so (X,k+lX;l-k-l)~k # 0. Moreover, by degree, 
(Xk+lX”-k-l)C 
0 1 k+l E V, and(X,k+lX~-k-l >c,. = 0 for r > k -t 2, accord- 
ing to (5). It follows that c’ = (X,k+lXy-k-l)~ E (V,_, @ V,) n 1. The 
final result is that, for J 9 V,, we can find in J an element c’ = c, _ 1 + c,, 
where c,,_~ E V,_,, c, E V,, and c, _ 1 # 0. Consider now the product 
UC’. It must be 0, as Z r‘l J = 0. But 0 = UC’ = (ul + u2 + **a +a,)(~,_, + 
c,) = UlC,_l = L,,(c,,,_~), as ViVj = 0 when i + j > m. This contradicts 
our Lemma CL,, is injective). This is the final contradiction and the end of 
the proof. H 
There are several algebras related in some sense to G(n + 1,2m>. For 
instance, we may introduce mutation. Is the resulting new algebra still 
indecomposable? 
C 
In this subsection, we will show that the following questions have negative 
answers. Is it true that: 
(a) A indecomposable implies A2 indecomposable? 
(b) A homomorphic image of an indecomposable algebra is also indecom- 
posable? 
(c) The commutative duplicate of a indecomposable algebra is also inde- 
composable? 
For this, consider the five-dimensional algebra K over F, generated by 
Cl.. . . > c5, with the following commutative multiplication table (see [l]): 
clcz = c2c4 = -c1c5 = cg, c1c3 = cd, c2c3 = c5, other products are zero. 
Let Z be a nonzero ideal of K. Take x E I, x = cxici + *em +a,~, E I, and 
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suppose cri # 0. Then xc,s = -(tics E I, so cs E I. Now cq = tics and 
cs = c2cs also belong to I. If we had cyz # 0 then xc4 = a2cs E I, so ca 
(and hence cd, c,) E 1. Let us show that K cannot be decomposed as a 
direct sum of two nonzero ideals 1 and J. Suppose, by contradiction, that we 
can find two nonzero ideals I and J of K such that K = Z @ J. Decompose 
cl = xi + yi, xi E Z and y1 EJ. The c,-component of xi must be 1 or 0, 
and correspondingly the c,-component of yi must be 0 or 1. If both were 
nonzero, the above argument would imply {cg, cd, cs} c Z n J, a contradic- 
tion. By symmetry, we may restrict ourselves to the case xi = &cs 
+ ... +&s and so yi = ci + yzcz + **a + y,scs. Then (c,, cq, cs> c J, and 
necessarily & = 0, because otherwise also (cg, cq, cs) c 1. Then x, = &cs 
+ p4cq + &cs EJ, which means xl = 0, so yi = ci E J, and ] must 
contain the elements cl, cs, cq, and cg. But also c2 must be in 1, which will 
finish the proof (J = K ). To show cp E J, decompose c2 = x2 + yz, x2 E I, 
yz E J. The c,-component of x2 is 1 or 0, and that of yz is 0 or 1 (argument 
above). If the c,-component of x2 were 1, then Z would contain cs, cq, and 
cs, which is impossible. Then x2 is a linear combination of ci, cs, cq, cg, and 
so it is in J, implying c2 E ] and finally J = K, the contradiction. 
Consider now two different baric algebras in n having K as their kernel, 
obtained by the adjunction of a new basis vector c,, subject respectively to the 
rules 
2_ 
CO - co> COCl = COC2 = 0, coci = ;cj (i = 3,4,5)) 
2_ co - co> coci = FCi l (i = 1,...,5). 
In the first case, we get a Bernstein algebra of type (4,2); see [9, $41. As 
K cannot be decomposed into the direct sum of two of its ideals that are 
nonzero, then the first algebra is, a fortiori, indecomposable. But A2 has 
dimension 4 and is generated by co, cg, cd, c5. Look to its multiplication table 
to conclude that A2 z G(2,2) V G(2,2) V G(2,2). 
In the second case, where we get an indecomposable train algebra of rank 
4 (see [l]), look to the ideal K ’ of K, which is generated by cs, cd, and cs. 
The multiplication table of the algebra modulo K2 is d2 = do, d,d, = kdi, 
df = d,2 = d,d, = 0, where di = ci + K2 for i = 1,‘2. Then A/K2 E 
G(2,2) V G(2,2). 
The negative answer to the third question is provided by the same 
Bernstein algebra appearing above, as a particular case of Proposition 5 
(below). 
Every finite-dimensional Bernstein algebra A has a Peirce decomposition 
relative to an idempotent e: A = Fe CB U CD V, where U = {u E ker w : eu = 
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&J and V = {u E ker w : eu = 01; see [ll, Chapter 91. It is well known that 
the dimensions of V and V are independent of e, so we define the invariant 
type of A as (1 + dim V, dim V ). It is also well known that V2 c V, 
W c V, and V2 G U. For the concept of the commutative duplicate, see 
ml. 
PROPOSITION 5. For every Bernstein algebra with Peirce decomposition 
A = Fe @ V @ V such that dim V > 1 and V2 = 0, its commutative dupli- 
cate is decomposable. 
Proof. Suppose the type of A is (1 + r, s>, and let U = cur,. . , ur> 
and V = (vi,. . , u,). The basis of D(A), obtained from the basis e, 
Ui>. . . , u,, Ul,. . . , us of A, can be decomposed into six blocks e*e, e*ui 
(i = 1,. . . , r), e*u, (i = 1,. . . , s), ui*uj (1 f i <j < r), ui*uj (1 =G i < r, 
1 <j < s), and vi*9 (1 < i < j < s), which generate additively six subspaces 
denoted F(e*e), e*V, e*V, V*V, V*V, and V*V such that D(A) = F(e*e) 
@ e*V @ e*V @ V*V @ V*V @ V*V. The subspace Z = e*V satisfies 
(e*V)D( A) = 0, as eu = 0 for all u E V. So e*V is an ideal of D(A). The 
subspace J = e*V @ V *V @ V *V @ V *V is also an ideal of D( A), due to 
the relations (e*VXV*V) = (V*V)’ = (U*U(U*V) = (V*V)(V*V) = 0 
(all consequences of V ’ = 0) and the fact that (e*V)(e*V), (e*VXV*V), 
(e*VXV*V>, (V*V)‘, (V*VXV*V), and V *V >’ are all contained in V * V. 
These relations are obtained directly from the multiplication table of D(A). 
From dim(e*V ) = dim V > 0, we see that Z and J are proper ideals, so 
D(A) is decomposable. n 
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